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It is shown that the large-scale quantum fluctuations of the scalar field cp generated in the chaotic-inflation scenario lead to
an infinite process of self-reproduction of inflationary mini-universes. A model of an eternally existing chaotic inflationary
universe is suggested.

1. One of the most popular models of the
evolution of the universe is the inflationary-universe scenario (for a review see ref. [1)). In our
opinion, the most natural version of this scenario
is the chaotic-inflation
scenario [2-10]. This
scenario can be implemented in a wide class of
theories. In particular, it can be realized in the
theories of scalar fields <pwith polynomial effective potentials V( <p) -<pn [2-6], in GUTs [7], in
the extended version [3] of the Starobinsky model
[11], in N = I supergravity
[8], in some
Kaluza-K1ein and superstring theories [9,10], etc.
The main aim of this paper is to investigate the
global structure of the universe in the chaotic-innation scenario.
2. We will consider the simplest version of this
scenario based on the theory of a scalar field qJ
with the lagrangian L = ia"qJa"qJ-V( qJ), where
V( qJ) = iAqJ4 at qJ~ Mp [2]. Here Mp- 1019 GeV
is the Planck mass. If the classical field qJ is
sufficiently homogeneous (see below), its evolution in an expanding locally Friedmann universe
with scale factor a(!) is governed by equations
if;+3Hip=

-dVldqJ,

where H= ilia,

(1)

and

H2+k/a2=(8'1T/3M~)[!cjJ2+
Here k = :!::1, O for a closed,
Permanent address.

V(cp)].
open and flat

(2)
uni-

verse respectively. If the field q> initially is sufficiently large (q>;?;Mp), the behavior of q>(t) and
a ( t) very soon approach the asymptotic regime
q>(t) =q>o exp[-(IKj.[6;)Mpt],

(3)

a(t)=aoexp[('1[jM;)(q>~-q>2(t))].

(4)

In this regime kja2 « H2, <jJ2« V(q», <j>« H<jJ,
if « H2. The last inequality implies that during
the typical time ~t -H-I
the value of the Rubble
parameter H remains almost unchanged, and the
universe expands quasi-exponentially:
a(t + ~t)
= a(t) exp(H~t). This regime of quasi-exponential expansion (inflation) occurs at q>;?;1Mp. In
the region q>~ 1 Mp the field q> rapidly oscillates,
and its potential energy V(q> -1Mp) -AM;
transforms into heat.
An important feature of inflation is that it
occurs independently in any domain of a size
exceeding the size of the event horizon 1- H-I( q>)
[12]. The degree of inflation
is given by
exp[( '1[j M;)q>~] and it depends on the initial value
q>oof the field q>.The only possible constraint on
the amplitude of the field q>in the theory lAq>4 is
V(q» ~ M;, or q>~ A -1/4Mp. Therefore the most
natural initial value of the field q>is q>o-A -1/4 Mp
[1,2]. Inflation occurs if a,.q>a'.q>
< V( q>) -M;
at
least in one domain of initial size 1- H-1- M;I.
S~ce any classical description of space-time is
possible only for a,.q>a'.q>
~ M; , V( q>) ~ M; , and
only in domains of a size 1;?;M; I are the abovementioned

conditions

quite natural

[1-4].

An~
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domain of initial size 0( M; 1) containing the field
<1'-A -1/4 Mp after inflation becomes as large as

the amplitude

M;l exp('1T//i:) -10106 cm for A -10-12 (see below), which is much larger than the size of the
observable part of the universe -1028 cm. After
inflation the universe becomes locally flat, homogeneous and isotropic, and the density of all " un-

8p( q>)/p = Cp{VTq;) /Mg -I>:

desirable" objects (monopoles, domain walls, etc.)
created before or during inflation become exponentially small. This is the general scheme of
chaotic inflation as it can be understood at the
classical level [2]. Surprisingly enough, the global
structure of the universe is formed due to quanturn effects.
3. As is shown in refs. [13-15), inflation leads
to the creation of long-wave inhomogeneities
8q1(x) of the classical scalar field q1. This effect
occurs due to the fact that inflation leads to an
increase of wavelengths of quantum fluctuations
of the field q1. Perturbations with a wavelength
1? H-I do not oscillate [due to the large friction
term 3HcjJ in eq. (I») and look like a frozen distribution of a classical field q1.The overall amplitude
of these perturbations generated during a typical
time dl = H-I is given by
18qJ(x) I -H/.fi

" -(2/Mp)IV(

= (/>:/,ff;;)qJ2/Mpo

qJ)/3"

(5)

Their typical wavelength is initially given by
H-I( q>), but later it exponentially increases as
a(!), whereas their amplitude very slowly decreases, 8q>-<iI [16]. However, at the same time
new perturbations of the field q>with a wavelength
0( H-I) are generated, etc. This process at a scale
0(H-1) looks like a brownian motion of the field
q>.Inhomogeneities of the resulting distribution of
the field q> lead to density perturbations 8p(x),
which very slowly (logarithmically) grow with a
growth of their wavelength [15,16]. On a galaxy
scale 8p/p -102A , which at A- 10-12 gives the
desirable value 8p/p- 10-4 necessary for galaxy
formation [15,16,1]. However, at a much larger
scale the perturbations 8p/ p become very large.
The estimates performed in our paper ref. [1] show
that density perturbations formed at the moment
when the classical scalar field was equal to q>have
396
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(6)

where C = 0(1). This means that 8p/p ?; 1 for
q>?; A -1/6Mp. Perturbations, which are formed at
that moment, have at present the wavelength 1?;
M;I exp(A -I/3) -10104 cm for A- 10-12. This
gives the size of a locally Friedmann part of the
universe after inflation. Let us try to understand
the origin of the large inhomogeneities formed at
q>?; A -1/6 Mp and the global structure of the universe on scales larger than M; I exp( A -1/3).

4. Evolution of the fluctuating field fP in any
given domain can be described by its distribution
function P( fP) or in terms of its average value q;
in this domain and by its dispersion .1 = ffJ;p2-;; .
However, one may obtain different results depending on the way of averaging: One can consider the distribution p c( fP) over the non-growing
coordinate volume of the domain (i.e. over its
volume at some initial moment of inflation), or
the distribution p p( fP) over its physical (proper)
volume, which exponentially grows at a different
rate in different parts of the domain. It can be
shown that the dispersion of the field fP in the
coordinate volume .1c is much smaller than q;cfor
V(q;c) « M;. Therefore the evolution of the averaged field q;c is described by eqs. (1)-(4). However, if one wishes to know the structure of the
universe after (or during) inflation, it is more
appropriate to take an average "(j)pover the physical volume, and in some cases the behaviour of q;P
and .1p differs considerably from that of q;c and
.1c.
To illustrate this statement, let us note again
that each domain of the inflationary universe of
initial size exceeding the size of the event horizon
in de Sitter space O(H-1) evolves independently
Qf what occurs outside it. Therefore, as a result of
the generation of perturbations of the field cpwith
a wavelength 1 ~ H-I( cp), the universe, during inflation, becomes effectively divided into many
causally disconnected mini-universes of initial size
1 ~ H-I( cp) with different values of the field cp
inside each of them. The field inside a domain of a
size 1= 0( H-I)
looks as being almost exactly
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homogeneous
[(),,(~cp)()"(~cp) -H4
« V(cp) for
V( cp) « M: and for ~cp given by eq. (5)]. During a
time ~t = H-I
this field decreases by

B

diffusion
apc/at
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equation
= {a/acp )[a{~pc)/acp

+ {1/3H)Pc

av /acp]
{8)

11q>-M;/q>

{7)

in accordance with eq. (3). The size of this domain
during this time increases e times, and its physical
volume grows eJ times. As a result of the generation of the perturbations 8q1(x), (5), the value of
the field q1 in this domain becomes q1-~q1 + 8q1.
From (5), (7) it follows that 18q1(x) I » ~q1 for
<p» A -1/6 Mp. In such a case a domain of initial
size 0( H-I) after expansion bye times becomes
divided into 0(e3) domains of a size O(H-l),
and
almost half of these domains contain an increased
field q1+ 8q1(x) = q1+ O(H). During the next interval ~t = H-I the total number of domains with
a growing field q1 increases again, etc. This means
that the total physical volume of domains containing a permanently growing field q1» A -1/6 Mp
increases as exp[(3 -in 2)Ht], whereas the total
physical volume of domains, in which the field
does not decrease, grows almost as rapidly as
! exp(3Ht ). Since the value of H( q1) increases
with a growth of q1, the main part of the physical
volume of the universe appears as a result of
expansion of domains with a maximal possible
field q1, i.e. with q1-A -1/4 M , at which V( q1) M;. [Note, that at q1» A -I/iMp, if it is possible
to consider such domains at a classical level, the
process of formation of inflationary rnini-universes with a growing field q1becomes suppressed.
Indeed, at V( q1) » M;
a typical value of
a"( 8<11
)0"( 8q1) -H4 » V( <11
), which does not lead
to the creation of inflationary rnini-universes with
<p» A -1/4Mp.] Therefore, whereas the field <11
averaged over the coordinate volume of any given
domain (i.e. ~c) gradually decreases in accordance
with eq. (3), the field <11
averaged over the physical
volume of a domain which initially contains the
field <11
~ A -1/6Mp, grows up to <11
-A -1/4Mp.

where PJ is the coefficient of diffusion, PJ=
H3/8'1T2 [17], see also refs. [18,19]. A detailed
discussion of the solutions of eq. (8) for the
chaotic-inflation
scenario will be contained in a
separate publication [20]. Here we will represent
some of the main results of ref. [20].
A stationary solution of eq. (8) (oPc/ot = 0)
would be
p c -exp(

3M;/8V(

q1) )

(9)

which would resemble the square of the HartleHawking wavefunction of the universe [21,5].
However, eq. (8) actually has no normalizable
stationary solutions, the field q> does not flow
upwards from the region q>$" Mp, where eq. (8) is
not valid, and the average field q>c at q>:?;Mp
decreases according to eq. (3). To obtain a nonstationary solution of eq. (8) let us consider a domain
of initial size 1- H-I, which is filled with a sufficiently homogeneous field q>= q>o« A -I/4Mp.
There are two main stages of evolution of the field
q> inside this expanding domain [20]. The first
stage has a duration ~t- [.fj:Mp)-I.
During this
time the average field q>cremains approximately
equal to q>o(3), and the dispersion .1~ = <8q>2>
grows as (H3/4'1T2) ~t [13-15] up to the value
.1~ -Aq>~/M:. At the next stage the field q>cexponentially decreases (3). Fluctuations 8q>are also
generated at that stage, but they have much smaller
amplitude and dispersion, and the resulting value
of p c( q>) is determined by fluctuations generated
at the first stage. Since the amplitude of perturbations produced at this stage decreases as (j)cduring
inflation [16], dispersion also decreases as (j)c
-.fj:Mpq>c (3), .1~(t) -C Aq>;q>g/M:, where C=
0(1), and
Pc( q>, t) -exp[

-(

q>-q;cf

-exp[

-(

q>-q;C)2 M:/2CAq;;q>~

5. It is useful to look at the same problem from
another point of view. The brownian motion of
the field cp at Mp $ cp$ A -1/4 Mp can be described

Note,

(for not too large changes of the field cp) by the

is in a qualitative

/2~~]

that for ij)c = <1>o,<1>
-ij)c = O(ij)c);
agreement

with

]

(10)

this result

the result

of
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Hawking and Moss [22] concerning the probability of " tunneling" to a state with qJ> ~c. (This
agreement is complete for ~c = const [17], " tunneling" here being just another word for brownian
motion.)
Eq. (10) shows that the coordinate volume occupied by a large field qJ is exponentially small.
However, during the time ~t -(IK Mp)-I,
at
which the distribution (10) remains unchanged,
domains of a large field qJ expand exp(B qJ2/M;)
times, B = 0(1). This gives the distribution p p( qJ)
over the physical volume
Pp( cp) -exp[

-(

cp -q;cr

+ 3Bcp2/M;

M:/2CAq;~cpg

].

At ~c, CPo
~ A -1/6 Mp the distribution

(11)
p p( cp) grows

with an increase of cp, in agreement with our
previous results. A similar conclusion is valid at
large cp in all versions of the chaotic-inflation
scenario.
For completeness we will mention here another
solution of eq. (8). If the initial value of the field cp
is very large, CPo
~ A -1/4 Mp, i.e. if one starts with
the space-time foam with V(cp) ~ M:, then it can
be shown that the distribution of the field cp,
formed during the time ~t- (.{j;: Mp)-l, at cp;$
A -1/4 Mp is given by
pc(cp) -exp(-CM:/V(cp)),

(12)

where c = 0(1), and this distribution later evolves
just as in the case considered above. This result is
in agreement with the previous estimates of the
probability of quantum creation of the universe
[6,23-25]. However, in our case there is no need to
talk about "creation of everything from nothing":
Creation of an inflationary (mini- )universe may
look either as a classical motion or as a diffusion
( = tunneling) from the space-time foam with
V( <p) ;?:.M; , which fills the main part of the physical volume of the universe and plays the role of
the unstable (but regenerating) gravitational vacuum [1,6].
6. From our results it follows that the inflationary universe, which contains at least one domain
398
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with q>~ A -1/6 Mp, infinitely
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reproduces new and

new mini-universes with q>~ A -116Mp, and its
global geometry has nothing in common neither
with the geometry of an open or flat homogeneous
universe with a gradually decreasing energy density, nor with the geometry of a closed universe,
which is created at some initial moment t = 0 and
which disappears as a whole at some other moment t = tmax. In our case the universe infinitely
regenerates itself, and there is no global "end of
time". Moreover, it is not necessary to assume that
the universe as a whole was created at some initial
moment t = 0. The process of formation of each
new mini-universe with q>~ A -1/6 Mp occurs independently of the pre-history of the universe, it
depends only on the value of the scalar field cp
inside a domain of a size O(H-1) and not on the
moment of the mini-universe formation. Therefore
the whole process can be considered as an infinite
chain reaction which has no end and which may
have no beginning.
In the eternally existing chaotic self-reproducing inflationary universe the main part of the
physical volume always contains a large scalar
field q>with V( q>) ~ M; .In this sense the universe
is effectively singular. It is important, that these
" singularities" in our model do not form a global
spacelike singular hypersurface, which would imply the existence of the " beginning of time" for
the whole universe. The existence of such a hypersurface does not follow from general topological
theorems concerning singularities in general relativity [26], but it is usually assumed that our
universe looks like a slightly inhomogeneous
Friedmann universe, in which such a hypersurface
does exist. However, as we have emphasized, the
global geometry of the inflationary universe differs
crucially from the geometry of the Friedmann
universe; the global spacelike singular hypersurface in the inflationary universe does not exist
in the future and may well not exist in the past.
Thus, there exist two main versions of the
chaotic-inflation scenario:
(i) There may exist an initial global singular
spacelike hypersurface. In this case the universe as
a whole emerges from a state with a Planck density p- M; at some moment t = tP' at which it
becomes possible to speak about the universe in
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terms of classical space- time. A most natural
initial value of the field q> at the Planck time is
f- A-1/4 Mp. Then the universe infinitely reproduces itself due to generation of long-wave
fluctuations of the field q>.This process occurs in
domains with A -1/6Mp $ q>$ A -1/4Mp (with 100
X Mp $ q>$1000Mp, for A- 10-12). In domains
with <11
$ A -I/6Mp this process becomes inefficient,and each such domain after inflation looks
like a Friedmann mini-universe of a size M; 1 X
exp(A-1/3) -10104 cm. Formation of each miniuniversecan be described either by eqs. (10, (11)
or by eq. (12). In this model the universe has a
beginning but no end.
(ii) The possibility that the universe has a global
singular space-like hypersurface seems rather improbable unless the universe is compact and its
initial size is O(M;1):
There is no reason for
different causally disconnected regions of the universeto start their expansion simultaneously. If
the universe is not compact, there should be no
global beginning of its evolution. A model which
illustrates this possibility was suggested above:
Theinflationary universe may infinitely reproduce
itself, and it may have no beginning and no end.
Note, that the main problem of the standard
Friedmann cosmology was " the existence of time
whenthere was no space-time at all". In our case
such a problem may not appear. For a more
detailed discussion of this possibility ~d of the
associatedproblems see ref. [27].
It is worth noting that the process of self-reproduction of the universe occurs not only at the
Planck density, but at much smaller densities as
well, e.g. at V(q» ?, A1/3M: -10-4M:
for A 10-12.Therefore to prove the very existence of the
regime of self-reproduction of inflationary miniuniverses in our scenario there is no need to
appeal to unknown physical processes at p ?, M: .
On the other hand, it is very important that
independently of the origin of the universe in our
scenario (either the universe was created as a
whole at t = tp or it exists eternally) it now contains an exponentially large (or even infinite)
number of mini-universes, and a considerable part
of these mini-universes was created when the field
qJwas O(A -I/4Mp) and its energy density was
O(M:). {Note, that this is true in the chaotic-in-

B
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nation scenario only, in which inflation may occur
even at V(cp) -M;.)
At such densities, fluctuations of all fields and fluctuations of metric are
very large at a typical scale -H-i
-M;I.
This
may lead t,o the generation of different classical
scalar fields <Pj, corresponding to different local
minima of V( <Pj,cp) in different domains of the
universe and to processes of compactification or
decompactification which occur independently in
each of the causally disconnected mini-universes
of initial size I ? H-i -M; 1. As a result, our
universe at present should contain an exponentially large number of mini-universes with all possible types of compactification and in all possible
(metastable) vacuum states consistent with the
existence of the earlier stage of inflation. If our
universe would consist of one domain only (as it
was believed several years ago), it would be necessary to understand why Nature has chosen just
this one type of compactification, just this type of
symmetry breaking, etc. At present it seems absolutely improbable that all domains contained in
our exponentially large universe are of the same
type. On the contrary, all types of mini-universes
in which inflation is possible should be produced
during the expansion of the universe, and it is
unreasonable to expeCt that our domain is the
only possible one or the best one. From this point
of view, an enormously large number of possible
types of compactification which exist e.g. in the
theories of superstrings should be considered not
as a difficulty but as a virtue of these theories,
since it increases the probability of the existence
of mini-universes in which life of our type may
appear. The old question why our universe is the
only possible one is now replaced by the question
in which theories the existence of mini-universes
of our type is possible. This question is still very
difficult, but it is much easier than the previous
one. In our opinion, the modification of the point
of view on the global structure of the universe and
on our place in the world is one of the most
important consequences of the development of the
innationary-universe scenario.
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